
“We continue to help men, women, and 

adolescents lose 10 to 150+ pounds safely, 

healthfully, and rapidly. If you struggle to lose 

weight and keep it off, come see us, we can help.”

—James R. Kopp
James R. Kopp, MD, MBA 

Weight Loss Physician
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“I Don’t Want To

Lose Weight Safely, 

Healthfully, and Rapidly,”

...Said No One, Ever!

Matt S, Yelp Review: “I lost 50 pounds, in 12 weeks.”*

Rachel R, Facebook Review: “I lost 30 pounds, in 9 weeks.”* 

Jacki L, Google Review: “I lost 16.6 pounds, in 4 weeks.”*

What people who MetTrim Say

*Personalized plans. Individual results vary.

If you’d like to lose weight gained over 
the past few months—Or 10 to 150+ 
pounds that you’ve struggled to lose  

for some time, come see us. 

James R. Kopp, MD, MBA 

Weight Loss Physician
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How exactly do you deal with the physical 
debris that you locate in “Debris’?

The debris is really fun. It is very exciting, 
scene-to-scene ... whether the debris allows 
people to go through walls or manipulates 
weather. We, as actors and as the characters 
in the show, are constantly on our toes trying to 
track things and figure it out. We’re calling Joel 
(executive producer J.H. Wyman), saying, “Hey, 
can the debris do this? Is this the right use of 
the technology?  What do you think about the 
boundaries and the guardrails here?”

If we’re having as much of a challenge in all of 
the right ways on the day (we shoot) the script, 
I think audiences will find that constant attention 
that is not just demanded, but they’ll want to 
provide that to the story and the show.

Do you personally believe there is debris 
in outer space waiting to fall to Earth?

Well, I’ll say it’s hard to not think that there’s 
something else out there. You’ve got our own 

government secretly siphoning money for UFO research. You’ve got those (U.S. Navy-supplied) 
videos that came out of The New York Times. If you’ve got any basic understanding of statistics and 
numbers, it would be pretty wild to think that we’re all here by ourselves.

I think what we do on the show, and what the question ultimately ends up being is, how does 
the answer reflect on who we are and how we experience our lives on Earth? I think that’s what’s 
kind of fun in terms of the differences between these two (main “Debris”) characters, that varying 
experience that they have as the debris reveals more and more about who we are as Homo 
sapiens, but also as individuals.

Jonathan Tucker
 OF ‘DEBRIS’ ON NBC

BY JAY BOBBIN

BY JOHN CROOK

Questions:
1) Almost everyone remembers the TV productions of Rodgers 
and Hammerstein’s “Cinderella” starring Lesley Ann Warren 
and Brandy (Norwood), but which Broadway fair lady sang 
the title role in the very first TV production in 1957?
2) What beloved singer-actress created the role of Ensign 
Nellie Forbush when “South Pacific” first opened on 
Broadway?
3) “Brigadoon” came to the small screen in 1966 with an 
Emmy-winning production starring Robert Goulet, Sally Ann 
Howes and Peter Falk. In what country is 
this Lerner and Loewe musical set?
4) This former Oscar nominee was simply 
divine when she played Mama Rose in a 
TV remake of “Gypsy.” Can you name her?
5) Who played bitter Miss Hannigan in a 
2014 movie version of “Annie”?

Brandy 
Norwood

Curtain up!

Answers:
1) Julie Andrews
2) Mary Martin
3) Scotland
4) Bette Midler
5) Cameron Diaz


